
 

 

 

 

6th January 2021 

 

Dear Parents and Carers 

We have been put in the very difficult position where we will have to prioritise places for 
vulnerable and critical worker children. 

The list of critical workers published on the DfE website is extensive and many occupations can be 
deemed “criticial” because of it – however, there is a vast difference between someone who 
works on the COVID ward and someone who administers payroll, although both can be deemed 
“critical” by the definition prescribed.   

Dudley Local Authority have issued us the following guidance to Headteachers this morning: 

• From a local authority perspective schools need to offer places to all vulnerable pupils. 
• Next should be pupils of critical workers where the children cannot be educated and 

looked after at home. 
• Further places to critical worker pupils can then be offered until, as a school, you decide 

that you have reached the limits of a safe maximum capacity, in terms of your available 
staffing and the context of limiting numbers in school due to the pandemic. 

My key priority at the moment as Headteacher of Belle Vue is to create an environment that is as 
safe as possible for all pupils and staff onsite and this means applying a criteria to limit the number 
of children on site.  We have allocated spaces to those people that fit that criteria and will be 
informing those parents today – for those children school reopens tomorrow as outlined 
previously.  We are constantly reviewing this situation and will make adjustments as/when/if the 
guidance changes.   

On another note, please ignore any facebook posts that are making assumptions around why we 
have not opened yet.  They just stir up more anxiety and stress which are things we all don’t need 
at the moment. 

Thank you for your patience during this difficult time.  As many of us are parents and juggling 
home-schooling ourselves we understand the pressure that you are all under.   

Kind regards 

 

 

Mr Joel Marshall    Mrs Emma Wilkes 
Headteacher     Chair of Governors 


